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the handicraft system had been overtaken by the putting-out
system. Yorkshire and Devonshire were two counties where the
former was still prevalent. During a debate in the house of
commons in 1614, one of the members for Yorkshire said there
were 13,000 men employed in the cloth industry within ten
miles of his home, of whom 2,000 were householders with stock
(or capital) worth not more than -£20, in many cases not more
than ^5.J A few years later a writer on Devonshire tells of
the husbandman's sending his wool to the market, where it is
bought by the spinner. The latter brings the yarn back the
following week to sell to the weaver, who in his turn sells the
cloth to a clothier ('who sends it to London') or merchant,
cwho (after it hath passed the fuller's mill and sometimes the
dyer's vat)' exports it.2 These two descriptions of the old
method of cloth-making incidentally reveal its weaknesses. The
craftsman's small capital compelled a quick sale, and thus not
only wasted time by enforcing attendance at the market each
week but put the seller at the mercy of the buyer, for the former
had to sell the product he had finished before he could buy the
raw materials for another week's work. The prices, therefore,
were low, and there seems to be no evidence to prove that the
spinner was better off under the handicraft or gild system than
under the putting-out.
In striking contrast to the poverty that attended the crafts-
man was the affluence of the clothier. He was the capitalist of
the clothing industry, and was often a large employer.3 State-
ments to the effect that a clothier gave employment to several
hundred or even a thousand workmen are not uncommon, and
the wealth some of them amassed proves that they engaged in
large-scale operations. A fortune of many thousands of pounds,
even of a hundred thousand pounds, awaited the entrepreneur
who was bold and successful. Such a man had no resemblance
to the medieval gildsman, who had himself been an apprentice
—perhaps a journeyman—before becoming a master. The
entrepreneur was a product of a new age, who might never
have been engaged in any branch of cloth-making, but who
nevertheless might control all the stages through which the wool
passed before it was ready for sale as cloth. He or his agents
1	Commons9 Journals ,L 491.
2	Thomas Westcote, A View of Devonshire in MDCXXX (1845), p. 61-
3	Here and elsewhere the meaning of 'employer' is 'one who gives out work to'.

